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Recent studies combining an atmospheric-pressure plasma source 共inductively coupled plasma or
microwave induced plasma兲 with cavity ringdown spectroscopy 共plasma-CRDS兲 have indicated
significant promise for ultra-sensitive elemental measurements. Initial plasma-CRDS efforts
employed an inductively coupled plasma as the atomization source and a pulsed laser system as the
light source. In an effort to improve the portability and reduce the cost of the system for application
purposes, we have modified our approach to include a compact microwave induced plasma and a
continuous wave diode laser. A technique for controlling the coupling of the continuous wave laser
to the ringdown cavity has been implemented using a standard power combiner. No acouto-optic
modulator or cavity modulation is required. To test the system performance, diluted standard
solutions of strontium 共Sr兲 were introduced into the plasma by an in-house fabricated sampling
device combined with an ultrasonic nebulizer. SrOH radicals were generated in the plasma and
detected using both a pulsed laser system and a diode laser via a narrow band transition near 680
nm. The experimental results obtained using both light sources are compared and used for system
characterization. The ringdown baseline noise and the detection limit for Sr are determined for the
current experimental configuration. The results indicate that a plasma-CRDS instrument constructed
using diode lasers and a compact microwave induced plasma can serve as a small, portable, and
sensitive analytical tool. © 2004 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.1711150兴

I. INTRODUCTION

hundreds of parts-per-trillion levels. These results, obtained
using a pulsed dye laser, were directly compared with those
obtained by ICP-laser induced fluorescence 共ICP-LIF兲,35
ICP-mass spectrometry,36 and ICP-optical emission
spectrometry.36 More recently, an atmospheric-pressure compact microwave induced plasma 共MIP兲 has been introduced
as the atomization/ionization source coupled with CRDS
共MIP-CRDS兲.29 For applications requiring portability, the replacement of the pulsed laser system with a compact light
source is an essential next step.
This article describes the use of a continuous wave 共CW兲
diode laser to reduce the size and cost of plasma-CRDS and
to produce a compact instrument configuration—namely, diode laser-MIP-CRDS. It should be noted that without a
specification of ICP-CRDS or MIP-CRDS, the plasmaCRDS includes the both in the following text. The ringdown
cavity excitation is controlled using a configuration based on
a standard power combiner. To test the system performance,
diluted standard solutions of strontium were introduced into
the plasma by an in-house fabricated sampling device combined with an ultrasonic nebulizer. SrOH radicals were generated in the plasma and detected via a narrow band transition near 680 nm. Extensive ringdown measurements of
SrOH have been performed to test the instrument. Estimated

Following its introduction,1 cavity ringdown spectroscopy 共CRDS兲 was rapidly implemented for the study of numerous species in a variety of environments.2–7 Research
and applications relevant to CRDS have expanded from the
initial concept to include other light sources,8 –11 optical
cavities,12–16 methods of cavity excitation and shutoff,17–23
and combinations with other traditional instruments.24 –29 Although the development of ringdown-based commercial instrumentation is still in its early stages, this technology has
already shown much promise in many application areas such
as
semiconductor
manufacturing,30
environmental
31,32
and medical diagnostics.33,34 One such applimonitoring,
cation is analytical atomic spectrometry using CRDS combined with an atmospheric-pressure inductively coupled
plasma 共ICP兲. The ICP-CRDS technique has demonstrated
significant potential as an analytical instrument for ultrasensitive elemental and isotopic measurements.25–27 Detection limits for several elements and isotopes measured using
the ICP-CRDS technique range from the parts-per-billion to
a兲
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detection limits for lead, strontium, and uranium are also
presented.

II. PLASMA-CRDS PRINCIPLES FOR ELEMENTAL
MEASUREMENTS

In an earlier report, the use of CRDS in combination
with an inductively coupled plasma was described in detail.26
The use of a MIP as an atomization source and the substitution of a diode laser in place of a pulsed dye laser system
substantially modify the experimental configuration and the
operational characteristics of the system. However, basic
mathematical and experimental considerations remain similar and will be only briefly summarized here. The ringdown
time for the plasma-CRDS experiments can be expressed as

⫽

d
c 关 1⫺R⫹ ␤ plasmal⫹ ␤ air共 d⫺l 兲 ⫹absorbance兴

,

共1兲

where d is the cavity mirror separation, R is the mirror reflectivity, ␤ plasma and ␤ air are broadband scattering coefficients in the plasma and open air cavity, c is the speed of
light, l is the optical path-length through the plasma, and the
absorbance is due to absorption by analyte species in the
plasma. Although the use of a continuous wave light source
for CRDS37–39 alters the scheme for coupling light into the
cavity 共as described below兲, the ringdown time equation
above remains valid. The above equation is not ordinarily
used in data analysis, but is provided to highlight the effect
of various loss mechanisms 共evident in the denominator兲 on
the ringdown time. In practice, because the scattering coefficients vary slowly as a function of wavelength, such losses
are simply incorporated into an effective reflectivity value
R eff , and the ringdown time equation can be expressed as

⫽

d
.
c 共 1⫺R eff⫹absorbance兲

冕 冕
⬁
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l/2
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where r represents the position along the laser beam path
through the plasma of diameter l, n(r) is the concentration of
absorbers 共assumed to be radially symmetric兲, v is the optical frequency of the laser, and  (  ) is the absorption crosssection for an absorption line. Due to strong homogeneous
and inhomogeneous broadening, the lineshape of the absorption line is a Voigt profile, and the absorption cross section
can be represented as40,41

 i j共  兲⫽

g j  4 A ji
V 共 a,0兲共  ln 2 兲 1/2,
g i 4  2 c ⌬ D

a
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⌬ L is the Lorentzian component of the broadened linewidth
due to homogeneous mechanisms such as collisional broadening. When Doppler broadening dominates, e.g., when a
⫽0.1, the value of V(a,0) is close to 1; for a Voigt lineshape,
e.g., a⫽1.2, V(a,0)⫽0.38.
Due to the heterogeneity of plasma parameters such as
temperature and electron density, the lineshape is a function
of position in the plasma. Strictly, the absorption cross
section is a thus function of position as well as optical frequency, implying that spatially resolved lineshape data is
needed to most accurately calculate the cross section. In
practice, the measured lineshape is typically the spatially averaged, integrated lineshape along the particular line-ofsight; therefore, an averaged value of the cross section is
obtained. Using this line-of-sight averaged value for the
cross section, then Eqs. 共2兲 and 共3兲 can be simplified and
combined to obtain

共2兲

At a given wavelength, R eff is easily determined by measuring the ringdown time  0 with no analyte presented in the
plasma 共i.e., absorbance is zero兲.
Because the density of absorbers varies as a function of
position in the plasma and the absorption cross section of a
given optical transition is a function of frequency, an appropriate expression for the absorbance is
absorbance⫽2

where, g j and g i are the upper and lower state degeneracies,
 is the transition wavelength, c is the speed of light, and A ji
is the spontaneous emission transition rate. For most atomic/
ionic transitions, these parameters are well documented in
the literature.42 ⌬ D is the Gaussian component of the
broadened linewidth due to Doppler broadening and is determined by ⌬ D ⫽7.16⫻10⫺7  0 冑(T/M ), where  0 is the
central wavelength of the line, T the absolute temperature
共K兲, and M the atomic mass 共a.u.兲.43 V(a,0) is the Voigt
function determined by and dependent on the a parameter

 共  兲 n 共 x 兲 l⫽

冉 冊

d 1 1
⫺
,
c  0

共7兲

where  0 incorporates all background losses observed when
no analyte is present. Using the experimental lineshape data
to determine the average cross-section allows for the measurement of the average density of atoms or ions in the lower
state of the transition being probed 关i.e., n(x) where x is the
lateral position at which the beam crosses the plasma兴. The
radial density, n(r) in Eq. 共3兲, can be obtained through Abel
inversion26,44 – 47 for the conversion of the lateral measurements. Such measurements are quite useful for diagnostic
purposes and for estimating system sensitivity 共as described
below兲. It is important to be aware of the drawbacks of using
the line-of-sight measurements. For the purpose of plasma
diagnostics, such as measuring the distribution maps of electron density, gas kinetic temperature, and analyte/species
density, the line-of-sight measurement may generate a large
deviation.26,48,49 However, for the analytical application in
which the detection sensitivity is normally concerned, the
line-of-sight measurement is still applicable and quite
practical.26,27,48,50
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FIG. 1. A schematic of the diode
laser-microwave induced plasmacavity ringdown spectrometer.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Figure 1 presents a schematic for the plasma-CRDS instrument implemented with an external cavity diode laser.
The system consists of six major components: the light
source, plasma source, sampling device, optical cavity, data
acquisition, and electronic control. Each component is described in the following.
A. Light source

nm. The laser beam is approximately mode-matched into the
ringdown cavity using a telescope/spatial filter system consisting of two focusing lenses and a pinhole. For the cavity
mirrors employed, a few J of laser pulse energy is sufficient
to perform the reported measurements.

B. Plasma source

Continuous wave radiation was provided by an external
cavity diode laser 共ECDL兲 共New Focus, Vortex TLB 6009兲.
The central wavelength of the ECDL output is 682.88 nm
with a 70 GHz fine-tuning range without mode hop. Fine
frequency modulation can be achieved by modulating either
the laser diode current or the voltage applied to a piezoelectric actuator mounted on the ECDL mirror. The laser linewidth is less than 100 MHz 共⬃0.003 cm⫺1兲 and the maximum laser power is 10 mW. The single mode laser beam is
passed through a 45 dB optical isolator 共OFR IO-3-682-LP兲
and coupled into a single mode optical fiber. The output of
the fiber is collimated and injected into the ringdown cavity.
A pulsed laser system was also used to compare light source
effects and the system performance with different laser
sources. The pulsed radiation was generated by a narrow
linewidth dye laser 共Radiant NarrowScan G-R兲 pumped at
532 nm using a 20 Hz repetition rate Nd:YAG laser 共Continuum Powerlite 8020兲. The pulse duration is 5–7 ns. In the
single grating configuration used for this work, the dye laser
linewidth at 680 nm is ⬃0.08 cm⫺1 as measured by a 0.25
cm⫺1 Fabry–Pérot etalon with a central wavelength of 700
nm. The minimum scanning step of the dye laser is 0.0006

The atmospheric-pressure toroidally shaped microwave
induced plasma can be operated with a power ranging from
tens of watts to several hundred watts. The plasma torch is
constructed from three coaxial brass tubes and is connected
to a 2450 MHz microwave power supply through a 1 m
coaxial cable. Typical operational parameters for the MIP are
summarized in Table I. Figure 2 presents an image of the
plasma obtained using a digital camera. The plasma consists
of three distinctive regions: a narrow portion at the top, a
thin waist, and a triangular bottom. The best location for
ringdown measurements in terms of detection sensitivity is
located in the upper portion of the triangular region. Advantages of using a MIP instead of an ICP have been discussed
extensively in our previous work.28,29 Briefly, the MIP requires less electrical power and operating gas and also does
not require a cooling system, important advantages when
fieldability and portability are needed. We have also found
that the MIP source is more stable than the ICP source for
CRDS measurements. Efforts to extend the interaction pathlength of the laser beam and sample in the MIP are also
underway.

TABLE I. MIP operation conditions.
Plasma
Microwave power
Plasma supporting gas flow rate
Plasma central gas flow rate
Sampling
Sample up-take rate
Heating temperature of the ultrasonic
nebulizer chamber
Cooling temperature of the ultrasonic
nebulizer desolvator
Heating temperature of the membrane
device
N2 gas flow rate in the drier

120 W
0.35 L/min
0.50 L/min
1.0 ml/min
140 °C
⫺5 °C
80 °C
0.5 L/min

FIG. 2. A typical picture of the microwave induced plasma operating with
argon carrier gas.
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C. Sampling device

Samples containing various concentrations of strontium
were prepared by diluting a standard solution with a 2%
nitric acid solution. The working solution is pumped into an
ultrasonic nebulizer 共CETAC U-5000AT⫹ ) to generate an
aerosol, which is subsequently carried by argon gas through
a drying device constructed using a membrane desolvator.
The dried gas stream was then injected into the plasma torch.
The overall sample conversion efficiency from liquid to gas
is about 10%.
D. Ringdown cavity

A 780 mm long cavity is formed by two plano-concave
mirrors with a 1 m radius of curvature 共Newport Corporation, Irvine, CA兲. The center wavelength for the mirrors is
specified to be 620 nm with a reflectivity of 99.99%. For the
680 nm wavelength used in this effort, the maximum reflectivity of the mirrors is 99.9% and the effective
reflectivity26,29 is 99.85% when the plasma is on. The spacing between the longitudinal modes of this cavity is 0.0064
cm⫺1, or 192.3 MHz. The location of the plasma torch between the ringdown cavity mirrors can be continuously adjusted in both the vertical and lateral directions using a laboratory fabricated mount with an estimated position accuracy
of ⫾0.5 mm.
E. Data acquisition system

A photomultiplier tube 共PMT—Hamamatsu R928兲 connected to a digital oscilloscope 共Tektronix, TDS 460A兲 is
used to digitize the ringdown waveform. The oscilloscope is
interfaced to a computer via a general purpose interface bus
共IEEE 488兲 interface. Custom laboratory-developed software
is used for real-time determination of the ringdown time constant. A 10 nm band-pass interference filter was mounted in
the front of the PMT to reject optical emissions from the
plasma while transmitting the laser wavelength. In addition
to optimizing the cavity alignment by maximizing the ringdown time constant, the alignment of the ringdown cavity
and single exponential behavior of the ringdown decay are
quantified by fitting different segments of the ringdown
waveform over times ranging from one to three ringdown
times. When the ringdown times obtained by fitting different
segments of the decay waveform differ by ⬃1% or less, the
system is considered to be aligned and the use of single
exponential fits is considered to be justified. In data collection, each data point typically consists of an average of 50–
100 ringdown events.
F. Electronic control

For pulsed laser data acquisition, the bandwidth of the
laser is several times larger than the longitudinal mode spacing of the ringdown cavity. Light is always coupled into the
cavity on each laser pulse so that no extreme care is required
to achieve cavity excitation. However, the bandwidth of the
diode laser used here is much smaller than the cavity mode
spacing, implying that the laser must be tuned into resonance
with a cavity mode in order to couple light into the cavity.
Ringdown cavity energy excitation is achieved by laser frequency modulation through applying a sawtooth waveform

FIG. 3. A schematic of the method of controlling the coupling of the continuous wave laser to the ringdown cavity. 共a兲 Sawtooth signal from the
function generator; 共b兲 trigger threshold; 共c兲 energy buildup inside the cavity; 共d兲 negative pulses from the pulse generator; 共e兲 resultant modulation
signal; and 共f兲 ringing down of the signal.

共⬍⫾4.5 V兲, generated by a function generator 共HP 33120A兲
to the piezoelectric actuator of the laser control. The modulation rate was optimized at 10 Hz in order to obtain the best
ringdown baseline stability. The waveform is applied through
a power combiner as described below. The sawtooth waveform modulation has the effect of sweeping the laser frequency at a 10 Hz rate. As the laser frequency comes into
resonance with a cavity mode, light couples into the cavity
resulting in a buildup of the light intensity circulating in the
cavity. A small fraction of this light is transmitted through
the cavity mirror and is detected by the PMT. In addition to
being connected to the input of the digital oscilloscope, the
PMT output is connected to the high impedance trigger input
of a pulse generator 共Stanford Research Systems DG 535兲.
Once the cavity is excited and the signal intensity from the
PMT exceeds a trigger threshold set in the pulse generator, a
negative square wave signal is generated by the pulse generator and summed in a power combiner 共Mini-circuits
power combiner ZFRSC-2050兲 with the laser frequency
sweep control signal. The addition of the negative square
wave to the sawtooth waveform disturbs the pattern of the
frequency modulation, shifting the laser frequency out of
resonance with the cavity mode and shutting off the cavity
excitation. The diagram of the controlling procedure of this
method outlined above is depicted in Fig. 3. The negative
square wave voltage only needs to be large enough to shift
the laser frequency out of resonance, an adjustment made
easily by changing the voltage while monitoring the ringdown signal. Several methods have been employed to shutoff
cavity excitation in continuous wave CRDS. However, for
absorption lines significantly broader than the cavity mode
spacing, this particular route provides a very simple and
cost-effective method that has proven to be extremely practical and easy to implement with both external cavity and
distributed feedback diode lasers.22,23 When the absorption
linewidth is considerably broader than the cavity mode spacing 共as is the case here and in many atmospheric pressure
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applications兲, a cavity mode near the absorption maximum
can be excited without the need for tuning the cavity by
modulating the cavity length. A more detailed description of
this method is in preparation for future publication.23
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Diode laser MIP-CRDS baseline noise

The ringdown baseline noise is defined as   /¯ , where
  is the standard deviation of the ringdown time and ¯ is the
averaged ringdown time. In plasma-CRDS, additional ringdown baseline noise is caused by the plasma source. The
baseline noise varies with different plasma sources 共e.g., an
ICP or an MIP兲 or even with the same plasma source when
operating under different conditions 共e.g., plasma power, gas
flow rate, carrying gas, and the location of the probed volume in the plasma兲. In ICP-CRDS, the relatively larger gas
flow rates and higher plasma power cause the baseline noise
to be considerably higher when the plasma is on. Typically,
the baseline noise increases by a factor of 3– 4 times when
the plasma is on. However, in MIP-CRDS, the lower plasma
power and small gas flow rates allow more stable ringdown
baselines. In fact, the presence or absence of the plasma does
not affect the baseline noise when the system is optimized.
The baseline ringdown time may decrease when the plasma
is operating, but the overall baseline stability is not affected.
The advantage of the improved baseline noise can be
observed by rearranging Eq. 共8兲 in Sec. I as follows:
Absorbance⫽  nl⫽ 共 1⫺R 兲

⌬
,


共8兲

where, , n, l, and R are as defined in Sec. II;  is the
ringdown time with an analyte present, and ⌬ is the difference between  0 共without analytes兲 and . Thus, for a given
mirror reflectivity, the minimum detectable absorbance of the
system depends upon the minimum detectable change in
ringdown time ⌬/. In accordance with standard practice for
analytical applications, we define the minimum detectable
change to be three standard deviations of the baseline so that
the minimum detectable absorbance is (1⫺R)3   /  . A typical baseline noise obtained from the MIP-CRDS with the
external cavity diode laser is 0.2%, which is generated by
averaging 100 ringdown events for each data point; the average  is 8.5 s with a standard deviation of 0.017 s. With
such a baseline noise and the effective mirror reflectivity of
99.85% used in this work, the minimum detectable absorbance is 9⫻10⫺6 .

FIG. 4. Ringdown spectrum of SrOH obtained by the pulsed laser-MIPCRDS. Sr concentration: 25 ppm. Light source: pulsed laser system with
linewidth ⬃0.08 cm⫺1 in the wavelength region used in this work.

diode lasers do allow some significant problems to be addressed. For example, important isotopic measurements for
actinide species such as uranium and plutonium can be performed with readily available diode laser sources. As part of
such an effort, a single wavelength ECDL operating at 682
nm was procured.
For system characterization and basic operational optimization, it is usually wise to use a nonradioactive test species prior to the introduction of radioactive elements. Here,
strontium standard solutions were selected for this purpose.
Near 682 nm, strontium has three atomic 共Sr I兲 transition
lines at 679.1, 687.8, and 689.3 nm. However, once Sr is
introduced into the plasma, the SrOH radical is readily generated and is observable via a narrow absorption band 共also
near 682 nm兲 attributed to the Ã⫺X̃ system, which was extensively studied using laser induced fluorescence 共LIF兲 dispersed spectra under low pressure conditions and the rotational analysis was performed.51 Several electronic transition
systems of SrOH were also observed by LIF under supersonic jet conditions where SrOH was formed by laser ablation of Sr metal.52 Under atmospheric-pressure plasma conditions, the plasma induced line broadening 共pressure and
temperature broadening兲 causes the SrOH band to appear
diffuse. Absorption due to any remaining Sr is not observable
as the three atomic transitions are hidden by the diffuse band
共see Fig. 4兲. The spectrum in Fig. 5 looks ‘‘noisy,’’ but the
features superimposed on the contour are repeatable. Furthermore, the contour of the spectrum in Fig. 4 is similar to the
one observed in flames.53 No detailed analysis of the spec-

B. Ringdown measurements on standard Sr solution
sample

For absorption based spectrometric methods, most elemental spectral transitions of interest are found at ultraviolet wavelengths. However, at present diode lasers are readily
available only at red to infrared wavelengths and over a
small spectral range near 400 nm. Technologies available
include both temperature controlled diode lasers 共red to nearIR兲 and external cavity diode lasers 共blue and red to nearIR兲. In spite of their limited wavelength coverage, today’s

FIG. 5. Ringdown time vs Sr concentration. The concentration range tested:
0.5–20 ppm. Experimental configuration: external cavity diode laser with
MIP. Each ramp has a single mode buildup. Light source: New focus external cavity diode laser Vortex TLB 6009.
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FIG. 6. A typical calibration curve. The detection limit is 375 ppb based on
the 3 criteria;   ⫽0.017  s.

trum was carried out in this work. Although ringdown spectra of SrOH do not directly measure the absorption of the Sr
element, the measurements described below indicate that
SrOH serves as an excellent species for analytical determination of the Sr concentration of the laboratory solutions.
Figure 5 presents the ringdown time versus sample solution concentration obtained using the diode laser MIP-CRDS
system. The working solutions with different concentrations
are prepared by diluting a standard Sr solution of 1000 ppm
with 2% nitric acid solution. The laser crosses the plasma at
a height 13 mm above the torch surface and passes through
the center of the plasma. Each data point represents an average of 50 ringdown events. The detection limits for Sr can be
determined from the ringdown measurements of SrOH presented in Fig. 5. The calibration curve is plotted in Fig. 6.
The fitted line was forced to pass the zero point. The detection limit is determined by 3   /k, where   is the standard
deviation of the ringdown time and k is the slope of the fitted
line in Fig. 6. Based on the standard 3 criteria described
above, the derived detection limit is 375 ng/ml. This detection limit, though not extensively optimized for the effects of
varying the plasma parameters and certainly not indicative of
the ultimate performance of the system, nevertheless provides a good figure of merit for comparison with pulsed laser
experiments. Figure 7 depicts the SrOH absorbance versus
measurement height in the plasma. It can be seen from Fig. 7
that the measured absorbance is sensitive to the plasma
height and that the strongest absorption is obtained at 15 mm
above the torch. Figure 8 presents the absorbance as a function of the plasma lateral position as the laser passes through

FIG. 7. Ringdown signal intensity vs plasma height. Sr concentration: 25
ppm. Microwave power: 120 W.

Wang et al.

FIG. 8. Ringdown signal intensity vs plasma lateral position. Sr concentration: 25 ppm. Microwave power: 120 W.

the plasma 13 mm above the torch. Absorption maxima appear on either side of the plasma center, indicating that the
strongest ringdown absorption is not observed along the diameter of the plasma torch. The signal intensity pattern is
slightly asymmetric; this asymmetry is also observed in ICPLIF and ICP-CRDS.28 Systematically optimizing physical
parameters such as vertical and lateral observation positions
and plasma parameters such as gas flow rates, plasma power,
etc., can result in significant improvements in detection sensitivity.
C. Direct comparison with using different light
sources „pulsedÕCW…

In order to directly compare the influence of the laser
source on the system’s detection sensitivity, baseline measurements were also performed with the pulsed laser system
operating under the same plasma conditions used to obtain
the baseline noise in Sec. IV A. The lowest ringdown baseline noise is 0.26%. Figure 9 presents ringdown time versus
Sr concentration obtained with the pulsed laser. Similarly, the
detection limit was determined to be 790 ng/ml, as shown in
Fig. 10. These results indicate that using a continuous wave
diode laser to replace the pulsed laser system not only reduces the instrument geometry and operating costs, but also
quantitatively improves the overall system performance in
terms of detection sensitivity.
The comparison of the results obtained using different
laser sources shows that the ringdown baseline noise is reduced to 0.2% from 0.26% and that the overall detection

FIG. 9. Ringdown time vs Sr concentration. The concentration range tested:
0.5–20 ppm. Experimental configuration: pulsed laser with MIP. Light
source: pulsed laser system with linewidth ⬃0.08 cm⫺1 in the wavelength
region used in this work.
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FIG. 10. A typical calibration curve. The detection limit is 790 ppb based
on the 3 criteria;   ⫽0.021  s.

sensitivity is improved by a factor of 2 by using the CW
laser. It should be noted that the CW ringdown baseline noise
can be readily as low as 0.1%22,23 and even as low as
0.027%,34 which is seven times lower than that measured in
this work. Two major reasons are partially responsible for the
explanation of the large CW-CRDS baseline noise obtained
in the present report. First, the ECDL used in the experiments is still subject to some mode hopping although the
manufacturer claims that such a laser is free of the mode
hopping. The fine laser frequency modulation is claimed to
be achievable through either the current modulation mode or
the frequency modulation mode, but it was found that the
current modulation mode could not be used for CRDS experiments due to the strong mode hopping observed when
implementing this modulation mode 共the frequency mode
modulation was implemented for the results reported in this
work兲. The mode hopping considerably limits the improvement of the baseline stability. Additionally, this laser is extremely sensitive to the environmental temperature. Two different schemes used to couple the laser beam into the
cavity—using a single mode fiber and using a lens system,
were implemented for the long time 共⬎24 h兲 testing of the
laser performance. It was found that the thermal sensitivity
of the laser performance affects both the output of the laser
power and the spatial orientation of the laser beam. Each of
these effects subsequently affects the buildup amplitude of
the ringdown signal, so that the trigger level set in the pulse
generator has to be frequently readjusted in a typical fourhour experiment. Therefore, the laser performance greatly

restricts the improvement of the ringdown baseline noise.
An important consideration in interpreting the results obtained using the both laser sources is the absorption linewidth. The multiple broadening mechanisms at work in the
plasma environment typically cause an ⬃0.4 cm⫺1 plasmabroadened linewidth 共full width at half maximum兲 for an
atom or ion transition. The best sensitivity and accuracy for
quantitative ringdown data analysis is obtained when the laser linewidth is much narrower than the absorption
feature.54 –56 With the pulsed laser system used, the ratio of
the laser linewidth to the absorption linewidth is ⬃0.2. This
ratio is fairly good for a weak absorbance if the decay waveform fitting time is set near 3, where  is the ringdown time
on the absorption peak. However, for strong absorption situations, care must be taken in data analysis because multiexponential behavior can result from variation in the absorption
cross section across the laser bandwidth. A broader laser linewidth also can reduce sensitivity since some of the laser light
is absorbed at less than the maximum cross section of the
absorption line. However, with a CW laser source, due to its
narrow linewidth, e.g., ⬍100 MHz, such a concern with the
linewidth effect on the ringdown quantitative data analysis is
negligible.

D. Estimated detection limits

As described in Sec. II, the line-of-sight average density
of an element in the plasma can be determined from ringdown measurements using Eq. 共7兲 if the absorption crosssection of the elemental transition is known, e.g., determined
from Eq. 共4兲. More precisely, the average density of atoms/
ions populating the lower level of the absorption transition
can be measured. Correspondingly, the absolute gas phase
density of the analyte regardless of the electronic state populated can be estimated by examining how the standard solution is introduced into the plasma and the conversion relation
between the liquid phase 共e.g., ng/ml兲 and the gas phase
共e.g., atoms/cm3兲. The conversion relation is described by
mc s 
N
M
⫽n.
V

共9兲

TABLE II. Parameters for converting from liquid phase to gas phase.
Definition
Injection rate of
solution sample
Sample concentration
Sample density
Carrying gas flow rate
Nebulizer conversion
efficiency
Molar mass
Avogadro constant
Laser beam path-length in the plasma
Calculated absorption
cross section
Minimum detectable
absorbance
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Parameter

Used in the work

Unit

m

1.0

ml/min

cs
n
V

To be determined
Measured by CRDS
0.5
10

g/ml
atom/cm3
L/min
%

M
N
l
()

e.g., U, 238.0289
6.02⫻1023
5

g
Mol⫺1
mm
cm2

A⫽(1⫺R)3   / 

9⫻10⫺6

a.u.
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Table II lists these parameters along with their definitions
used in Eq. 共9兲. Comparing the measured density of absorbers 共measured via CRDS兲 with the estimated total density of
the analyte species 关estimated using Eq. 共9兲兴 allows for the
determination of the fraction of the total analyte populating
the lower level of the absorption transition.
The estimated total density can also be used to estimate
the best possible detection limit of the instrument. As mentioned in Sec. IV A, based on the 3 criteria, the minimum
detectable absorbance of the diode laser MIP-CRDS system
as currently configured is ⬃9⫻10⫺6 . With knowledge of the
absorption cross section of the analyte of interest and the
laser beam path-length in the plasma, the minimum detectable density of absorbers can be determined using Eq. 共8兲.
Once this minimum density of absorbers is known, the detection limit of the solution sample can then be estimated
using Eq. 共9兲. In a previous effort we used this method to
successfully estimate the detection limit for lead using
ICP-CRDS.26 The measured detection limit 共0.3 ng/ml兲 compared favorably with the estimated best possible detection
limit 共0.2 ng/ml兲, indicating that plasma conditions allowed
for most of the lead to be present as ground state atoms. For
the current system, this same procedure yields an estimated
detection limit of ⬃0.046 ng/ml for lead as follows. The
difference of a factor of ⬃4 共0.2 and 0.046 ng/ml兲 comes
from the fact that the baseline noise for the diode laser MIPCRDS system has been reduced to 0.2% from the 0.5%
found for the pulsed laser ICP-CRDS experiments and the
path-length has increased from 3 mm to approximately 5
mm.
Based on the same procedure, the estimated detection
limit of Sr is 0.001 ng/ml. This number is several orders of
magnitude better than the one obtained in the experiment
共375 ng/ml兲. The major reason that accounts for the large
discrepancy is that the measured absorbance is from SrOH
rather than the Sr element. When a diode laser source is
available for the Sr transition at 461 nm, where SrOH has no
absorption, ringdown measurements of the Sr element will
allow the experimental detection limit to be compared with
the theoretical one determined by the procedure described
above.
However, in later measurements of uranium using ICPCRDS, this same detection limit estimation yields results that
are also orders of magnitude too optimistic.27 This is readily
understood by considering that the sizable number of lowlying electronic states of either atomic or ionic uranium leads
to significant depletion of the lower level of the uranium
transition probed even under relatively optimized conditions.
In addition, for detection of neutral uranium atoms, the low
ionization potential leads to ready loss of atomic population
through ionization. The detection limit estimation procedure
does not account for thermal excitation and ionization. However, in this regard uranium represents an extreme case, so
that the detection limit procedure outlined above remains
useful for species with few low-lying transitions.
A better method of estimating detection limits for uranium in the current system is to scale the results obtained in
the previous ICP-CRDS studies.27 In this way, the complexities of the uranium population distribution are taken into

account by previous experiments. Thus, the 107 ng/ml detection limit of uranium obtained in ICP-CRDS using the
409.01 nm transition is expected to improve by a factor of 4
to approximately 25 ng/ml. This estimate does not account
for improvements resulting from a narrower laser linewidth
or improvements in mirror reflectivity. 共The mirrors in the
previous work had R⫽99.97% at 409.01 nm.兲 Of the uranium transitions previously investigated, this transition is
highlighted because of its diode laser accessible wavelength.
A number of other absorption lines for uranium are available
in the blue and red wavelength regions accessible to diodes.
Thus, although the size, power, and gas requirements, and
cost of the current instrument are far smaller than earlier
versions, the performance is expected to improve.
Another improvement in detection sensitivity would result from increasing the effective path-length of the laser
beam in the plasma. Exploratory research toward this goal is
underway in our laboratories and shows significant promise.
A version of compact plasma source is under development to
allow the laser beam path-length through the sample region
to be more than ten times longer, which should bring about a
ten-fold improvement in detection sensitivity. Additionally,
the detection sensitivity can be improved by decreasing the
baseline noise. In this work, the baseline noise is 0.2%. If a
better quality 共e.g., mode hop free兲 diode laser with a higher
output power and a lower noise detector are utilized, the
baseline noise can be further improved. Even without such
improvements, the ability to construct a portable, low power
device for elemental and isotopic measurements has been
demonstrated.
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